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EASTM no. 25 is, at least in part, a continuation of the congratulatory issue in 
honour of the eightieth birthday of Professor Ho Peng Yoke. The articles dedi-
cated to Professor Ho by Bernard Führer on the art of future prediction and pun-
ning by graph analysis in traditional China and by David Brown on astral divina-
tion in the context of Mesopotamian society and culture have already been intro-
duced by Christopher Cullen in the previous issue. In addition, this number starts 
with Dieter Kuhn’s inaugural lecture at the 11th International Conference of the 
History of Science in East Asia (Munich, August 15-20, 2005) reflecting on the 
current state and significance of the history of East Asian technology. After hav-
ing delineated the academic field of the history of technology in general and 
highlighted a number of recent or current important projects in the history of 
East Asian technology, he proposes ways of overcoming certain deficiencies and 
limitations in the field and developing it in the future. He argues convincingly 
that the adoption of these proposals will significantly increase our understanding 
of historical development and help us in explaining the different paths taken by 
East Asian civilisations. His survey also makes clear that, given the contributions 
of East Asian civilisations in the field of technology, research in this area ap-
pears to be quite underrepresented when compared to that in the history of sci-
ence and medicine. The second article in this journal is an important paper writ-
ten by Peng Mu on the crucial role of the practitioners’ bodily sensations in the 
construction of Chinese medical knowledge. She argues that by stressing the 
importance of the doctors’ own bodies in medical discourse, the ambiguity of its 
language can be overcome, while at the same time light can be cast on the promi-
nence of experience and practice as well as the efficiency of traditional knowl-
edge transmission. By concentrating on pulse diagnosis, the importance of case 
studies (yian 醫 案), and the concept of “experience” (yan 驗), she makes clear 
that Chinese medical tradition highly valued subjective knowledge based on 
personal experience, thus establishing an interaction between subject and object 
and resulting in an individual standard embodied within each doctor’s body. This 
not only engendered multiplicity in Chinese diagnosis and therapy, but also gave 
rise to an enduring and dynamic process of innovation. The issue concludes with 
a lengthy review article of Ole Döring on the question of whether we can speak 
of a Confucian Asian Ethos in the culture of East Asian bioethics. He not only 
provides us with a systematic introduction to the development of bioethics in 
China, but also the attempts of Chinese and other Asian scientists to construct a 
Confucian, Chinese, Asian or otherwise East Asian ethos as a “third way” to-
wards modernisation, one with Asian or “Chinese” characteristics. After having 
critically discussed the major players and concepts involved, one of Döring con-
clusions is that actually no clearly discernible East Asian bioethic conception 
exists and that Asia can only be understood in regional terms, not as an all-
embracing entity. The arguments proffered by Asian protagonists contain a large 
measure of morality, including sincere moral concerns, but also paternalistic 
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medical morality, post-modern libertarianism, and a fair portion of strategic 
argument often related to political propaganda and chauvinistic self-appraisal. 
In this note, we have the sad duty to inform our readership of the passing of 
Professor Jutta Rall-Niu (born March 29, 1929), who after long illness died on 
April 10, 2006. She was well-known in the field especially because of her mono-
graph on the four great medical schools of the Yuan period (Die vier grossen 
Medizinschulen der Mongolenzeit: Stand und Entwicklung der chinesischen 
Medizin in der Chin- und Yüan-Zeit, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1970). Having obtained 
both a M.D. in 1954 and a PhD in 1962, she taught for many years at the Univer-
sity of Hamburg. She will be especially remembered here at EASTM for her 
generous help as an editorial consultant during the years from 1999 until her 
death. An obituary in German was published by Professor Hans Stumpfeldt in 
Hamburger China-Notizen, no. 43 (June 3, 2006) and is available via the inter-
net.1  
We also received the sad news of the passing of Professor Li Di 李 迪 (born 
October 6, 1927), who died on October 30, 2006. EASTM will publish an obitu-
ary in honour of this eminent Chinese historian of mathematics in the next issue. 
As ever, my thanks go to the authors and anonymous referees for their contribu-
tions and critical evaluations as well as to my collaborators in Cambridge and 
Tübingen for their dedicated help in producing this issue. Attentive readers will 
notice the change in the journal’s managing and production section. Because of 
other obligations and new academic perspectives both He Heng and Tobias 
Wissler have left EASTM, the first pursuing an MA thesis in ethnology, the 
latter going to Ghent as an assistant and doctoral candidate. Their tasks have 
been taken over in the same efficient way by Vanessa Dahlmann and Valerie 
Keppel, students at the Tübingen Institute of Chinese and Korean Studies.  
The next issue of this journal (no. 26, 2007) will be published very soon. It 
will be a special issue with contributions by Alix Cooper, Laura Hostetler, Bruce 
Rusk, and Denis Phillips on “Global Science and Comparative History: Jesuits, 
Science, and Philology in China and Europe, 1550-1850,” a workshop organized 
by Benjamin Elman in Princeton in 2002.  
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 See http://www.stumpfeldt.de/hcn/hcn43/chinas.html. 
